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 True / False ×. Put a tick in the box. (2.5)  

This is an old laboratory.   

People use this to talk with someone in another place.        

This helps us travel very fast to far places.          

The students do experiments in the school library.    

He has the flu and he is energetic.      

Choose the best answer. (5) 

1. Nasireddin Toosi ……………….. Maragheh Observatory when he was studying the planets. 

a) studied        b) built       c) traveled                d) helped 

2. We use …………. to take and keep pictures very easily. 

a) telephone        b) computer       c) camera                           d) light bulb 

3. She is doing experiment in the ……………. 

a) laboratory        b) library                  c) building               d) street 

4. Do you ……………………hard to learn English? 

a) feel        b) try                 c) build               d) solve 

5. No ……………………is possible without hard work. 

a) success             b) noise             c) problem               d) pain 

6. I have a bad cold and I feel……………. 

a) cool            b) far              c) weak               d) happy 

7. My brother is an ……………… boy. He runs around and plays all day. 

a) weak             b) old                c) tired               d) energetic  
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8. Edison ………….the first light bulb. 

a) die out         b) built  c) invented                   d) took 

9. . Edison had more than 1,000 ………….. 

a) invent             b) inventor             c) inventions               d) invite 

10. If you want to get what you want, work hard and never……………………... 

a) give up            b) try  c) invent                   d) work 

Fill in the blanks with the given words. (4) 

famous- hearing- invention- medicine- develop- quit-value-belief 

1-Graham Bell’s great ………………is telephone. 

2-I have reading a book about ……………..Iranian scientists, Razi and Toosi. 

3-Your heart is in danger. You should……………………smoking. 

4-Do you know the ……………. Of knowledge? It develops our lives. 

5-Our ……………………in Allah helps us in difficult times. 

6-This book can…………………….your speaking skill. 

7-Edison lost his………………….at the age of 12. 

8-I’m interested in………………………because I‘d like to help patients. 

Match the definitions. (2.5) 

1-thousands of  a) to find an answer to a problem 

2-quit / give up  b) grow or change into a stronger, larger or better form 

3-solve             c) something that you believe 

4-develop   d) to stop doing something 

5-belief   e) a large number of things or people  

Odd one out. (2) 

 1- a. find                                      b. solve                 c. invent                   d. attend 

 2- a. grow up                               b. develop             c. destroy                 d. increase 

 3- a. observatory                        b. library              c. laboratory             d. memory 

 4- a. powerful                             b. weak                 c. strong                   d. energetic 

Read the passage and answer the questions (4) 

One day Isaac Newton was reading a book under an apple tree on the farm. An apple fell out of the tree 

- Ow! Why did the apple fall out of the tree? What makes things fall? So many questions. Newton spent 

many years answering these questions by thinking and doing experiments. He made up the law of gravity. 

According to this law everything pulled everything else to itself by a force called gravity. 

The reason that things fall toward the ground is that the earth we live on is so very heavy, and we are so 

close to it. Newton's law of gravity not only explained how things fall on earth, but how planets move 

around the sun and how moons move around planets.  

What law did Newton make? 

What is the reason that things fall toward the ground? 

Write T for true and F for false. 

Newton was sitting under a peach tree.  

Newton’s law didn’t explain how moons move around the planets. 

Good Luck-Alidadi 
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